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ABSTRACT 

The scaling behavior of gauge couplings and fermion Yukawa couplings in the minimal supersymmet
ric model is discussed. The relevance of the top quark Yukawa coupling fixed point in establishing 
the top quark mass is described. The evolution of mixing angles is presented. 

1. Gauge Coupling Evolution 

The one- and two-loop renormalization group equations (RGEs) can be writ
ten for general Yukawa matrices as 

(1) 

with Yj = U, D, E (the Yukawa coupling matrices) and t = lnJJ/Ma· The low-energy 

values of the gauge couplings g1 and g2 lead to a prediction for g3 [1] via the hypothesis 
of a grand unified theory (GUT). For the supersymmetric model with two Higgs 
doublets (MSSM), the coefficients are given by[2, 3, 4] 
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The two-loop gauge coupling terms involving the b;i affect the prediction for a 3(Mz) 
by ::::J 10%. The two-loop Yukawa coupling terms involving the aii affect the prediction 
for aa(Mz) by ::::J 1%. GUT scale threshold corrections can also affect the prediction 
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for a3(Mz)[5]. 

2. Yukawa Coupling Evolution 

At one-loop the particle content of the MSSM gives[6] 

dU 
dt 
dD 
dt 
dE 
dt 

= 16
1
11"2 [ - L c;g~ + 3Uut + DD t + Tr[3UUt]] u , 

= 16~2 [- L c~g~ + 3DDt + uut + Tr[3DDt + EEtl] D , 

16
1

11"2 [- L c~' g~ + 3EEt + Tr[3DDt + EEtJ] E , 
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where c; = (13/15, 3, 16/3), c~ = (7 /15, 3, 16/3), c~' = (9/5, 3, 0). The two-loop equations 
in their full matrix form can be found in the appendix of Ref. [4]. The individual 
terms in these equations can be understood independently. The terms involving 
the gauge couplings arise from the contribution c;(/) to the anomalous dimension of 
each field in the Yukawa coupling. For example, c; = c(qL) + c(uR) + c(H2 ) where c;(/) 
is N~- 1 (0) for the fundamental representation (singlet) of SU(N) and 1

3
0 Y 2 (suitably 

normalized so that Y.,. = 2) for U(1)y· Furthermore the trace contribution must arise 
from fermion loops as in Figure 1. 
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' ' ' Fig. 1. Two of the diagrams which contribute to the one-loop Yukawa coupling renormalization 

group equations. 

We say that a variable X scales when it obeys a differential equation of the 
form 

d: = 1~2 [ ... ]. (6) 

The gauge and Yukawa couplings are of this form to leading order in the fermion 
hierarchy. The scaling factors S; for the fermion evolution may be defined as 

(7) 

The S; are plotted versus tan,B for mt = 150 GeV in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Typical Yukawa scaling factors S; = A;(Mc)/A;(m1 ) with m,= 150 GeV. 
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The evolution of the gauge and Yukawa couplings (which are dimension
less parameters) does not depend on the soft-supersymmetry breaking parameters 
(which are dimensionful). The analysis decouples to first order from the details of 
SUSY breaking though the SUSY spectrum can still affect results through threshold 
effects. The evolution of the soft-supersymmetry breaking parameters do depend on 
dimensionless gauge and Yukawa couplings, however. For instance the right-handed 
soft top-squark mass MlR has the RGE 

dMfR 2 ( 16 2 2 16 2 2 2 ) 
~ = 1611"2 - 15g1Ml - 3gaM3 + 2AtXt ' (8) 

where x, = M~L + M'fR + M'k
2 
+A~ is a combination of SUSY mass parameters. These 

soft-supersymmetry breaking parameters do not exhibit scaling (the supersymmet
ric Higgs mass parameter 1-' appearing in the superpotential does scale, however). 

Grand unified theories give the boundary conditions to the above differential 
equations. The grand unified group guarantees certain relations between Yukawa 
couplings when the Higgs sector is required to be simple. The first such exam
ple was Ab = A.,. given by Chanowitz, Ellis, and Gaillard[7] in 1977. Georgi and 
Jarlskog[8] subsequently proposed viable relations for the lightest two generations: 
3A8 =A,.., tAd = Ae· 

3. Fixed Points 

Yukawa couplings if large are driven to a fixed point at the electroweak scale. 
The Yukawa couplings are related to the fermions masses (in our convention) by 

\ ( ) _ J2m 1(m 1) 
'"'t m, - . f3 . vsm 

(9) 

The scaling factors '7b and ,.,.,. relate the Yukawa couplings to their values at the scale 
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m 1• The evolution of these Yukawa couplings can be deduced from Eqs. (3-5), 

dAt 
dt 

dRbj,
dt 

(10) 

(11) 

where we have defined Rb1,. = i!-· The behavior of the top quark Yukawa coupling is 
exhibited in Figure 3 assuming that the bottom quark and the tau lepton Yukawa 
couplings are approximately unified at a SUSY-GUT scale of approximately 2 x 1016 

GeV. The coupling approaches a quasi-infrared fixed point[9] of approximately 1.1. 
We have taken different GUT scale threshold corrections for each curve. 
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Fig. 3. a) The Yukawa coupling ).. 1 approaches a fixed point at the electroweak scale. All curves are 
attracted to the dashed line as the scale p. is decreased. b) Effects of GUT threshold corrections to 
Yukawa coupling unification. Here cr3 (Mz) = 0.118 is assumed. 

For Af = 0.80A?, the fixed point does not adequately describe the electroweak 
scale value of At. This can be seen in Figure 3b by looking at the tanf3 = 1 solutions 
in the m 1, tan/3 plane. For Af = 0.80A?, the predicted value of m 1 is 20 GeV lower than 
the fixed point value. For larger values of a 3 (Mz) still larger threshold corrections 
would be necessary to avoid the fixed point. 

The fixed point solution[4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] leads to the following relation 
between the DR (dimensional reduction with minimal subtraction) top quark mass 
and tanf3 

v'2mt(mt) 
v sin/3 

mt(m1);::::: ~ sin/3 = (192GeV) sin/3, 

Converting this relation for the top quark pole mass yields 

mfole = (200GeV) sin/3. 

(12) 

(13) 

If one takes the At fixed point solution seriously and also assumes that the top 
quark mass mfote is less than about 160 GeV, important consequences result for the 
Higgs sector of the MSSM. From Figure 3b it is clear that given these assumptions 
tan/3 is very near one. Since tan/3 = 1 is a flat direction in the Higgs potential, the 
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tree level mass is very small and the true mass of the lightest Higgs is given almost 
entirely by the one-loop radiative corrections. This case was discussed in detail by 
Diaz and Haber[15]. The upper bound that results is shown by the boundary of 
the theoretically disallowed region in Figure 4. We have made the assumption that 
colored SUSY particles are about 1 Te V to calculate the radiative corrections. 
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Fig. 4. The .Xt-fixed-point solution regions allowed by the LEP I data: {a) in the (m A, tan ,8) plane, 
(b) in the (m,., tan ,B) plane. The top quark masses are mt (pole), correlated to tan ,B by the fixed 
point solution(13]. 

LEP 11 will be able to discover the lightest SUSY Higgs boson for mrole up to 
160 Ge V provided the fixed point solution for the top Yukawa coupling is satisfied 
(see Figure 5). If mt ;::: 170 Ge V, tan ,B is not constrained. 
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Fig. 5. Signal detectability regions, compared with the LEP I allowed region of .X,-fixed-point 
solutions and the probable reach of LEP 11[13]. The top quark masses are m,(pole). 

4. Universal Scaling of the CKM Matrix 

There are three "kinds" of CKM matrix elements in regards to scaling be
havior: (1) diagonal, (2) mixing- between heavy and light generations, e.g. Vcb, (3) 
mixing - between two light generations, e.g. Vu 8 • The evolution equations for the 
Yukawa couplings lead immediately to evolution equations for the mixing angles in 
the CKM matrix: 

dU dD dVcKM - -=> __;=:!!, 

dt ' dt dt ' 
(14) 
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Provided the mixings between heavy and light generations are small one 
can prove that there are only two types of scaling to leading order in the fermion 
hierarchy[16, 17, 18] 

diVd2 = 
dt 

diV212 = 
dt 

We highlight some features of the evolution: 

+ 2 -loop. 

(15) 

(16) 

• Gauge couplings contributions do not appear in the RGEs of the CKM ele
ments. 

• The approximation of scaling is particularly good even though the Cabibbo 
angle IVusl is not small. 

• The scaling behavior is a property of the hierarchy; it can be proven to all 
orders in perturbation theory. 

• The universality of the scaling is model-independent. However the amount of 
the scaling varies between various models, For example in the MSSM one has 
au =ad= 1 while in the Standard Model au =ad=-~. 

The evolution of the CKM matrix is important when one examines the rela
tions between masses and mixings. One example that has been thoroughly examined 
recently[4, 19, 20, 21, 22] is 

(17) 

where X can account for GUT scale threshold corrections, or for Clebsch factors[22]. 
Some other relations also occur under rather general assumptions[23]. 
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